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Estate
Planning Seminars
January 15, 2013
Windsor, CT
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Click Here To Register
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860-769-6938 to register.
January 17, 2013
Windsor, CT
6:00pm - 7:30pm
Click Here To Register
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Continuing Education
Webinars
January 24, 2013
FP:Collaborating To Make The
Modern Estate Plan Work
At our office in Bloomfield
8:15 am - 10:00 am
Click Here To Register

34 Jerome Ave., Suite 310
Bloomfield, CT 06002
(860)-769-6938

www.Weatherby-Associates.com
Our firm focuses our practice on Estate
Planning, Business Planning, Trust
Administration, Probate, Elder Law and Life
Care Planning. We help families preserve
and protect assets and values; we help
business owners maximize their businesses'
value.

The Continuing Need For
Life Insurance

January 31, 2013
CPA:Estate And Income Tax
Law Update
At our office in Bloomfield
8:15 am - 10:00 am
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This issue of the Wealth Counselor examines
some of these other common uses for life
insurance, the only asset class that can
ensure the completion of proper
funding for a myriad of unique
planning needs, regardless of the state of
the federal estate tax!

Income Replacement ("How will my
family eat if I die?")
Even if the client is not subject to estate tax,
life insurance can replace lost income if the
client dies unexpectedly (more policies pay
out for income replacement than for liquidity
to pay estate tax). For example, clients with
young children should consider using life
insurance to ensure that there are sufficient
funds available to pay for child-rearing or
college and post-graduate expenses in the
event of a parent's premature death. For
these income replacement policies, the estate
tax, including the possibility of estate tax
repeal, has no significance.
Planning Tip: Clients should consider life
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insurance to replace income from the
premature death of a breadwinner spouse or
parent.

Wealth Creation ("What if I die before
I build an estate for my family?")
Another need for life insurance unaffected by
the estate tax is the use of life insurance to
www.weatherbycreate wealth. Examples of this need are
associates.com
families who wish to add to their wealth for
future generations or to fund their
philanthropic objectives.
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client's family and future generations.
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estate or wealth planning.
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For example, many clients' most significant
assets are tax-qualified plans (such as IRAs,
401(k)s and pension plans). Because these
Get help
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navigating
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Income-Tax-Free Status of Death
Benefits ("What a difference not
paying taxes can make on the amount
to which my premiums can grow.")
With increasing federal estate tax exemption
amounts, there is now an increased emphasis
on income tax planning, with a particular
emphas is on assets that combine basis stepup with tax-free or tax-deferred growth. Life
insurance proceeds paid upon the death of
the insured, as well as proceeds attributable

to investment appreciation on the cash value
portion of the policy, are excluded from gross
income. As a result, not only is the death
benefit of a life insurance policy tremendous
compared to the premiums paid if the insured
dies prematurely, in a properly designed
policy the death benefit remains quite
handsome even if the insured lives past life
expectancy.
Planning Tip: The unique character of life
insurance allows a capable and competent life
insurance agent to design a product providing
excellent results over a long time frame.

Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts ("A
little planning can provide enormous
tax savings.")
Even though the insurance death benefit is
not subject to income tax, the life insurance
proceeds will likely be included in the client's
gross estate and, therefore, be subject to
federal and/or state estate tax absent a
properly drafted and maintained Irrevocable
Life Insurance Trust (ILIT). As a result, many
clients create ILITs for the purpose of owning
life insurance to avoid federal and state
estate tax on the death proceeds.
Planning Tip: Use an Irrevocable Life
Insurance Trust to purchase, own and be the
beneficiary of life insurance to avoid having
the death proceeds subject to estate tax. A
good lawyer with prompt turnaround of a
trust document is a critical component of the
planning team.
Planning Flexibility ("How can I deal
with the uncertainty of estate taxes?"
"Will I need the extra cash at my
death, or not?")
The uncertainty surrounding the federal
estate tax and the exemption equivalent
amount may suggest the use of the most
flexible types of cash value policies, such as
universal life policies. These policies permit

the policy owner to vary the amount of
premium payment, the level of death benefit,
and the amount of cash value (in exchange
for this flexibility, the client may give up the
guarantees that the premium will provide a
gua ranteed death benefit for the life of the
policy). No other single asset provides the
same degree of planning flexibility. However,
it is incumbent on the planning professional
to ensure that the product selected fits the
needs of the particular client.
Planning Tip: Permanent life insurance is a
unique asset that provides the highest degree
of flexibility for changes in the law or
changes in the client's circumstances. The
quality of the life insurance agent and the life
insurance company he or she selects are
among the most important choices a client
can make.
Conclusion
Life insurance is the only asset class (other
than cash) that a client can remove from his
or her gross estate, yet it still provides
liquidity (e.g., for federal or state death tax
or capital gain tax) or wealth replacement
(e.g., to make beneficiaries "whole" for large
IRD items like IRAs, 401(k)s, and pension
plans) without itself incurring income tax. All
other assets removed from the client's gross
estate for estate tax purposes must be s old
and the gain realized to net the required
amount.
To comply with the U.S. Treasury regulations, we must inform you
that (i) any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this newsletter was
not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any
person for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal tax penalties that
may be imposed on such person and (ii) each taxpayer should
seek advice from their tax adviser based on the taxpayer's
particular circumstances.
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